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Avant-propos

“I don’t understand what carrots and 
sticks you have…”, Michael Ignatieff

“Those human rights constrain our 
ability to negotiate”, B. Boutros-Ghali

“… may not endorse amnesties for 
international crimes…”, Ban Ki-moon



“Guidance”

UN Guidance for Effective Mediation, 
2012 

UN Guidance for Mediators Addressing 
CRSV in Ceasefires and Peace 
Agreements, 2012

UN Guidance on Gender and Inclusive 
Mediation Strategies, 2017

Cf ROIGOs + INGOs ‘handbooks’ etc.



Definition of Norms

Standards of good or proper behaviour, 
forming the basis for expectations 
amongst members of communities.

“The way we do things around here.”

“When in Rome, do as the Romans do.”

What will be judged as “ought to be”. 



Norms as Facts

Norms are part of the human (social) 
condition, and are defining of civilization.  

- As humans are moral beings, so (past 
infancy) there is no “norm-free” space of 
human consciousness or interaction.  

- Responsibility is dependent upon norms.

- Order, prediction and planning are all 

norm-dependent.



Typology of Norms

Kinds
- Social

- Cultural

- Religious

- Legal

___________________

- Standards/patterns

- Ideal

- Instrumental (conduct)

- Constitutive (status)

Variations
Prescriptions / Proscriptions

Express / Implied

General / Specific

Substantive / Procedural

Binding / Non-binding

Superior / Inferior

Rigid / Elastic

Thick / Thin (cf Systems)



Relevance for 
International Peace 
Mediation

1. Existing norms and consequences are 
keys to accurate Conflict Analysis –
not least normative dissonance (conflict!)

2. Norms frame understandings, relations, 
and visions: they condition and shape 
conduct (moral/immoral)

3. Norms are dynamic: they evolve!



Norms As Tools

- Instrumental norms offer ways of 
behaving… constrain or facilitate

- Norms offer order; predictability on 
micro, meta and macro levels

- Norms manifest “justice” and “virtue”

- Norms counter chaos, uncertainty and 
vulnerability 

- Norms resonate!



Mediation as Interpretation

The inter-mediary “translates” norms, 
manages dissonance, offers options!

NB Conflict is contestation: Prevalence? 

Co-existence/Overlap? Pluralism?   

NB Normative elasticity is opportunity!

Framing as means of problemsolving

Voluntary compliance is core of peace



E.g.: OSCE HCNM

- OSCE as “a community of values” - thick

- HCNM as the “normative intermediary”

- Normative hierarchy: life-saving, life-
preserving, free and prosperous

- Norms as pre-standing yardstick of 

analysis – problems, wrongs and 
responsibilities, opportunities

- Norms as basis for “solutions”



HCNM functions

1. Credible evaluator (“judgement”)

2. Friendly “shepherd”

3. Impartial “referee” (NB integrity)

4. Wise “uncle”

5. Useful “gatekeeper”

6. Public interest facilitator/mobilizer

[Cf route/means to “ways out”]



Mediator as Handmaiden

NB Norms “mediate”

- violence/peace

- inclusion/exclusion

- opportunity

The mediator interprets normative 
applications in specific situations… a 
“handmaiden” in transitions to peace


